
     Safety First! 
See Safety Guidelines pages 19-20.

Games GRADES K – 3 2-7

Do it Daily…For Life!
Effort
Safety
Goal Setting/ 
0ERSONAL�#HALLENGE D(2-3)-7

!CTIVE�,IVING�IN�
Community

HERE WHERE THERE
Instruct students to stand in a personal space. Explain that on the signal to 
begin, students will move throughout the activity area listening for a direction. 
Frequently call one of three directions and challenge students to respond as 
quickly as possible to each direction when it is called; Here: students run to you. 
7HERE��3TUDENTS�STOP�AND�RUN�ON�THE�SPOT��4HERE��3TUDENTS�RUN�IN�THE�DIRECTION�
you are pointing.

Paddle Games
EQUIPMENT
paddles (one per student) » station 
posters » cones » ropes or nets » 
beanbags » balloons » balls; e.g., 
beach, yarn, or flat inflatable balls

RELATED RESOURCES
s� 0HYSICAL�%DUCATION�/NLINE�WEBSITE��!LBERTA�

Education, www.education.alberta.ca/
physicaleducationonline 

Warm It Up

Lesson 4 of 6

“Students will identify ways to change an 
activity to make it a challenge based on 
personal abilities” +���0HYSICAL�%DUCATION�
0ROGRAM�OF�3TUDIES��!LBERTA�,EARNING��
2000.
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�RECOGNIZE�THEIR�ABILITY�TO�

send and receive objects with a paddle
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�PARTICIPATE�IN�TASKS�THAT�

challenge their 
abilities at each 
station

Clues that students are achieving 
the outcome…
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Whoop It Up
PADDLE STATIONS
Explain that students will work cooperatively, 
sharing equipment and space while traveling 
to six different stations to enhance their skills 
involving sending and receiving objects with a paddle. In order to enhance their skills, 
students will need to perform station activities in a way that challenges their individual 
abilities, which means they may need to create a new way to perform the tasks at each 
station. Create posters with key words and pictures for each station. Divide students into 
six groups by numbering off 1-6 or using animal or flower names (consider using vocabulary 
FROM�OTHER�SUBJECT�AREAS	��!SSIGN�EACH�GROUP�TO�A�STARTING�STATION��0ROVIDE����MINUTES�FOR�
students to complete the tasks at each station before signaling groups to rotate to the next 
station. Continue until each group has been to all six stations. Station 1 » Individually, use 
A�PADDLE�TO�KEEP�A�BALLOON�IN�THE�AIR��4RY�HOLDING�THE�PADDLE�IN�EACH�HAND��"EAT�YOUR�OWN�
record. Station 2 » 0ARTNER�RALLY��HOW�MANY�TIMES�CAN�YOU�RALLY�A�BALLOON�IN�THE�AIR�WITH�
A�PARTNER��0ARTNER�-OVE��CAN�YOU�MAKE�YOUR�PARTNER�MOVE�TO�HIT�THE�BALLOON��Station 3 
» 5SE�PADDLES�TO�RALLY�A�BEACH�BALL�WITH�A�PARTNER�ON�THE�GROUND�AND�IN�THE�AIR��Station 
4 » )NDIVIDUALLY��TOSS�AND�CATCH�A�BEANBAG�WITH�A�PADDLE��4RY�TOSSING�WITH�FREE�HAND�AND�
CATCHING�WITH�PADDLE��TOSSING�WITH�PADDLE�AND�CATCHING�WITH�FREE�HAND��4OSS�AND�CATCH�
ON�OPPOSITE�SIDES�OF�THE�PADDLE��4RY�HOLDING�THE�PADDLE�IN�EACH�HAND��Station 5 » Stand 
FACING�A�PARTNER��TWO�GIANT�STEPS�APART��5SE�A�PADDLE�TO�PASS�THE�BEANBAG�BACK�AND�FORTH��
4RY�TOSSING�WITH�A�FREE�HAND�AND�CATCHING�WITH�PADDLE��TOSSING�WITH�PADDLE�AND�CATCHING�
WITH�FREE�HAND��4OSS�AND�CATCH�WITH�THE�PADDLE��Station 6 » Balance a ball on the paddle 
WHILE�WALKING�AROUND�THE�STATION��5SE�THE�PADDLE�TO�BOUNCE�THE�BALL�ON�THE�mOOR��IN�THE�AIR��
alternate floor and air. Share feedback with students to encourage and help them challenge 
their abilities.

ANIMAL ROUND UP
Instruct the students in each group to 
place the equipment from their station 
(but not their paddles) in a designated 
area and then to stand at one of the 
“barns” (net, roped off area) located 
in a corner or on the side of the activity 
area. Explain that students are now 
teams of “farmers” trying to herd 
animals into their barn. Scatter 50 or 
more balloons or balls (yarn, foam or 
flat utility balls) in the activity area. On 
the signal to begin, students use their 
paddles to round up the farm animals 
(balloons) and herd them into their 
barn. Only one animal can be herded at 
a time. Continue until all of the animals 
are in a barn. 

Wrap It Up

     Safety First! 
See Safety Guidelines pages 99-100.


